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Abstract: High entropy alloys have attracted much interest over the last 16 years due to their promising
an unusual properties in different fields that offer many new possible application. Additionally,
additive manufacturing has drawn attention due to its versatility and flexibility ahead of a new
material challenge, being a suitable technology for the development of metallic materials. Moreover,
high entropy alloys have demonstrated that many gaps exist in the literature on its physical metallurgy,
and in this sense, additive manufacturing could be a feasible technology for solving many of these
challenges. In this review paper the newest literature on this topic is condensed into three different
aspects: the different additive manufacturing technologies employed to process high entropy
alloys, the influence of the processing conditions and composition on the expected structure and
microstructure and information about the mechanical and corrosion behavior of these alloys.
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1. High Entropy Alloys

High entropy alloys (HEAs) are a new family of metallic materials that have attracted important
attention in the last 16 years since they first appeared in the scientific literature in 2004 with two
key papers that introduced the concept of these alloys [1,2]. Since the publication of those papers,
this materials engineering’ field has increased enormously, and today, more than 10,000 papers and
patents related to this topic have been published; additionally, different subbranches such as “refractory
high entropy alloys” [3] and “eutectic high entropy alloys” have emerged [4]. In recent years, many
interesting and well detailed review papers [5,6] have been written on this topic, including books [7].
A highly comprehensive review was also recently published [8].

HEAs were first developed via ingot metallurgy, but in this family of alloys, which uses five or
more elements and many with dissimilar density, it is difficult to obtain a good level of solubility
during melting and to avoid segregation during solidification. In this case, powder metallurgy (PM)
is a forming technology that can avoid many problems present in conventional ingot metallurgy,
offering a better microstructural control, the possibility of nanocrystalline materials or the capability
of developing metal matrix composites without the segregation issue. The first papers related to
HEAs manufactured by PM appeared in 2008 [9–11]. Since the early days of this new family of
structural alloys, the benefits of nanostructures and their potential uses in many applications have
been highlighted [1]. PM is similar to other forming techniques such as high-pressure torsion, but has
some particular advantages [12], including two particular benefits over other forming techniques: (1) it
can be applied when metals with dissimilar densities must be used, which is the case when lightweight
HEAs are developed [13] and (2) it can be applied when many metals with notably high melting points
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are involved, the so-called refractory HEAs [3]. Recently, a comprehensive review has been published
on PM and HEAs [14] with a deep analysis of the PM manufacturing routes, the alloying elements
used in development and the properties of the PM materials compared with ingot casting HEAs.
In this decade, more than 300 papers have been published on high entropy alloys manufactured by PM
techniques; more than 50 of these papers report an additive manufacturing approach (not including
the use of powders to develop laser cladding coatings).

2. Additive Manufacturing and High Entropy Alloys

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a group of technologies that build 3D objects by adding
layer-upon-layer of material. With this technology can be obtained parts made in polymer, composites,
ceramics, metals and even human tissue [15]. In the context of AM of metals, we can classify the main
processing methods in three groups: powder bed systems, powder feed systems and binder-based
systems. AM of metals can also be obtained by wire feed systems. We can find in the literature
excellent reviews focused on AM of metals, where the technologies are extensively described and also
the microstructural development an properties related to the most extended structural alloys (stainless
steels, high strength steels, high speed steels, titanium, aluminum, nickel, etc.) [16–18]. In [19] is
developed a processing guide where we can find criterium to select one specific technology and in [17]
are also business considerations and comparison with alternative powder metallurgy methods. Most
powder bed and powder feed methods are based in laser technologies, and in [20], can be found a good
review to the technological problems related to these technologies. In 2017 and 2018 where published
two comprehensive reviews on HEAs manufactured by AM [21,22]. Up to this time, near 30 papers
were published on the topic. Since those papers were published, in 2019 and 2020 were published
another 40 papers, so the present study try to be an update of the information published on the topic
and avoiding overlapping with the previous reviews published.

If we consider the published works on HEAs and additive manufacturing (AM) (Figure 1), most
of the works can be divided into three main technologies, two based on the powder bed system
(selective laser melting and electron beam melting) and one based on powder feed system (laser
direct deposition). Most of papers published based on the later system used the “laser engineered net
shaping” (LENS) technology. This use means that approximately half of the published works used
a powder bed technique and the other half used a powder feed technique. Only two papers were
found on HEAs manufactured on binder-based additive manufacturing techniques [23,24]. In Table 1
is summarized this distribution of technologies. The above mentioned review study on this topic [22]
emphasizes on the physical metallurgy of the AM HEAs.

Table 1. AM systems and technologies (data from [10–12,15,16]) used for HEAs (number of papers).

AM Systems Powder Bed Powder Feed Binder-Based

Technologies EBM (5)
SLM (23)

DMD (19)
LENS (10)

Binder-jetting (1)
Polyjet (1)

Raw materials used in AM of metals is a key issue. The selection of the powder with the required
specific characteristics for each technology is a key factor for the good development of the part. Today,
taking into account the price of the powder devoted to AM, the recycling of the powders during the
manufacturing cycle is also an important matter [25]. In the powder bed systems, is mandatory to use
fully prealloyed powders (usually gas atomized) and in powder feed and binder-based systems can be
used both fully prealloyed and elemental mix of powders.

If we analyze the published papers, approximately half of them address the Cantor alloy (CA) [2],
which is an equi-atomic alloy composed of CoCrFeMnNi. This coverage could be a consequence of
the scarce availability of pre-alloyed gas atomized powders in the market, which forces use of the
most-studied alloy, especially in the case of the powder bed systems in which fully alloyed powders
are a must. Approximately 30% of the papers report modifications of the Cantor alloy with different
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additions of Al. As it will be discussed later, Al is a strong BCC stabilizer; this can allow a lot of
possible dual microstructures (FCC-BCC) opening to the heat treatments the possibility of improving
the mechanical properties.Metals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 16 
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Figure 2 shows an analysis of the frequency of the alloying elements used in the different
technologies and the most used the core group of elements of the CA (Fe, Ni, Cr and Co).
Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of studies using the different alloying approaches employed
in additive manufacturing.

The as-cast CA shows a dendritic FCC microstructure [26]. The addition of Al can promote
a dendritic structure in which the FCC dendrites are surrounded by an interdendritic BCC phase.
Depending on the heat treatment, the microstructural morphology can change and this change
influences the properties [27], as discussed later. The morphologic changes are always linked with the
treatment temperature and the cooling rate and can modify the dentritic microstructure into granular
and for high cooling rates into a refinement of the dendritic structure. Beyond the CA and the CA
modified by Al, others investigations have shown the effect of replacing alloying elements in CA
composition by other transition elements, such as Cu or Ti. Finally, five papers address the refractory
HEAs, all obtained by direct metal deposition (Figures 2 and 3).

The following sections analyze selected obtained properties and the use of further heat treatments
or final treatments such as hot isostatic pressing.
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3. Microstructural Analysis of the Additive Manufactured Alloys

If we analyze the microstructural study conducted in those papers in which the CA was used, it is
clear that the microstructures develop through an FCC single phase and follow, in some sense, what
could be predicted in a conventional ingot solidification process. In fact, during any of the two main
AM processes (powder bed or powder feed), the powder is fully melted and solidified on a substrate
that acts as a large heat sink. This solidification process takes place in a small space, and its evolution
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depends on the conditions of the process: the energy of the laser beam, cooling speed, temperature
of the substrate, etc. In some cases [28–32], the authors only report a columnar microstructure with
grains growing along the built direction. Other authors refer to the presence of a cellular structure (far
from the equiaxed structure) that can be transformed into an equiaxed structure through an annealing
process [33,34]. In most cases, the columnar structure coexists with equiaxed grains [35–39], especially
in the final step of the solidification pool or near the walls of the solidification area, where columnar
and equiaxial grains can progress together. Figure 4 summarizes the microstructural appearance of the
“as built” s state when a laser method is used. In Figure 4a, we observe a typical epitaxial configuration
in which the columnar structure is developed in the built direction and is transformed into random
columnar (b), granular (c) or nearly equiaxial (d) grains depending on the position and the cooling rate.

If we modify the selected processing conditions, this situation can change slightly. Heat treatments
or cooling rates [33,40] can promote a greater amount of equiaxed grains, and higher beam energy
promotes higher equiaxed grains [41].Metals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 16 
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Figure 4. Microstructural approach through a schematic illustration (made from [37,39,42–45]) of
the Cantor alloy manufactured by laser additive manufacturing methods in the “as built” condition.
(a) Epitaxial configuration with columnar grains in the built direction, (b) random columnar grains,
(c) granular grains and (d) nearly equiaxial grains. The magnification mark is arbitrary due to the
different papers used but is in the range of 40–80 µm.

These are a subset of the possibilities, because the number of variables in the process (including
the building speed or the energy of the beam) can modify the microstructure in many aspects. These
microstructural features also can be changed via an annealing treatment. If we anneal the “as built”
alloy, as shown in Figure 5, the microstructure tends to evolve into different situations: grain growth,
evolution to equiaxial grains and development of twins.Metals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 16 
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More than 1/3 of considered papers, focus on modified CA by the replacement of Mn by Al to a
certain extent. Since the Al is a clear BCC stabilizer, depending on the amount of Al, and occasionally
with a proportional decrease in the Ni content, the microstructural development is based on the
development of a BCC (disordered) structure in conjunction with an ordered BCC phase (B2). When
the amount of Al is less than 10% (at.), i.e., in the stoichiometric composition of Al0.3CoCrFeNi, the
obtained structure fully remains FCC [46–48]. Once the amount of Al reaches the stoichiometric
composition of Al0.5CoCrFeNi, B2/BCC phases can be found [43,49,50], and with more than this amount
of Al, even σ phase can be detected [51]. The sequence of the phases appears from the liquid state and
according to the thermodynamic studies as follows. The first phase in the solidification process is the
ordered B2 (L→ L + B2) followed by the disordered BCC (L + B2→ L + B2 + BCC→ B2 + BCC).

Solidification takes place with B2 + BCC phases (near 1560 ◦C). At lower temperatures
(about 1520 ◦C), the FCC precipitates surrounding as a matrix like a net [52,53]. When temperature
reaches values near 1200 ◦C (the preheating temperature in the EBM process) σ phase can be also
precipitated. In [53], the authors studied the relationship among the three phases in the “as built” alloy,
where the presence of the FCC phase is greatly reduced. That work also compared an EBM process
wherein any condition that could be considered far from the equilibrium situation, allows a lower
amount of the FCC phase. The presence of a B2/BCC phase in combination with FCC could be an
advantage in the design of the final properties because it can allow to develop heat treatments where
the final microstructure can be customized in some extent to obtain some specific properties.

Figure 6 compares the different aspects in the microstructure of the “as built” AlCoCrFeNi alloy
with the same material obtained in EBM at two different cooling conditions. In all cases, the B2 phase
is formed (since B2 has the highest melting temperature is the first to solidified, this phase is the first to
form), followed by the precipitation of a dendritic BCC phase and finally, an FCC phase is established
in the grain boundaries of the B2 phase. The work in [43] fully analyzed the elemental segregation via
atom probe tomography, showing how Ni and Al are segregated in the interdendritic B2, meanwhile
Fe and Cr do in the dendritic BCC phase (for SLM processing method).
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“as built” AlCoCrFeNi and EBMed near the equilibrium conditions and rapid cooled. The magnification
mark is arbitrary due to the different papers used, but is in the range of 2–15 µm.

The amount of B2/BCC relative to the FCC phase can be regulated through the relationship in the
composition between Al and Ni [48,51] and through proper heat treatments after AM manufacturing.
The higher the annealing temperature is, the greater the amount of FCC phase that can be found in the
microstructure [24,57]. To avoid the presence of σ phase, which can have a negative effect for some
properties (such as corrosion behavior), the alloy can be quenched from the annealing temperature [57].
Hot isostatic pressing can also be used to improve the properties of 3D printed specimens [59] and to
stabilize the FCC phase also (when a single phase is pursued). This later work proposes a continuous
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cooling–transformation diagram to avoid formation of the σ phase and to predict the amount of the
B2-BCC/FCC relationship for the Al0.85CoCrFeNi alloy.

In certain papers, CA composition is redefined through the partial replacement of Mn by Al
and Cu. In those papers, when the amount of Ni exceeds the average in the alloy, the predominant
microstructure is based on FCC plus ordered BCC (B2) [55,56] (SLM and LENS, respectively). FCC
is always located in the grain boundaries, and B2 appears in a form similar to an interdendritic
phase, where Cu plays an important role because it used to be segregated in the B2 phase. When the
amounts of Al and Ni are in a good balance, BCC is the formed microstructure, with the prevalence of
the B2 ordered phase [60] (LENS). The FCC phase is precipitated at the grain boundaries only after
annealing at high temperature (FCC phases were precipitated in larger quantities in the sample that
was heat-treated at 1000 ◦C) [54] (SLM).

It was mentioned the possible presence of σ phase in this family of AlxCoCrFeNi HEAs.
The proposed microstructural analysis can be modified slightly by this presence, but in order to
offer a comprehensive model, it was simplified not including it in the proposed prototypes. Despite
the analysis of the σ phase is not studied in deep in AM HEAs, it has been widely analyzed in ingot
metallurgy (or other powder metallurgy process) HEAs with similar composition [61,62].

Special mention could be made in the analysis presented in [38]. In this study, a base alloy of
AlXCuCrFeNi2 (where the x value ranges from 0.8 to 1) (Figure 7) is used to analyze the microstructural
evolution with attention to the predominant phase during solidification (through LENS process).
In this study, a deep thermodynamic study of the AlCuCrFeNi system is performed by analyzing the
ternary diagrams grouping the elements by Ni-Cu-Cr, Ni-Cu-Fe and Ni-Fe-Cr. It is interesting to note
the calculated isopleth for AlXCrCuFeNi2 (with x = 0 to 2) showing possible phases as a function
of Al content and particularly the primary field change with increasing amount of Al added to the
CrCuFeNi2 alloy, as shown in Figure. For lower amounts of Al, primary solidification promotes the
formation of FCC and at lower temperatures, a B2 phase can be precipitated, usually by spinodal
decomposition (BCC→ BCC + B2), where Cu is highly concentrated in the B2 interdendritic phase.
However, for higher amounts of Al is the other way around, primary solidification takes place to
produce a B2 structure and at lower temperatures, a FCC phase is precipitated in the grain boundaries.
This study also explains why the increase in Al content changes the primary solidification phase from
a FCC to a FCC + BCC to a BCC-based microstructure. This microstructural transition is attributed
to the relatively large size of the Al atoms compared with those of Co, Fe, Cr and Ni atoms, as also
confirmed in [63,64]. Consequently, the large size misfit within the FCC lattice forces it to adopt a BCC
structure [65,66].
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A number of papers have been published on the use of refractory high entropy alloys (see chapter 6).
In this case, a BCC structure is always developed [42,67–69]

An interesting microstructural analysis of the MA HEAs is also made in the above mentioned
study [22]. From this analysis the authors classify this family of alloys in four specific groups: CoCrFeNi,
AlxCoCrFeNi, CoCrFeMnNi and Ti25Zr50Nb0Ta5.

4. Tensile Features of Additive Manufactured HEAs

In most published papers on HEAs manufactured by conventional powder route, there is a
lack of information regarding to the tensile features of the specimens created by these technologies.
But considering this review of additive manufacturing, many studies exist with relevant results
on tensile features. Most of these investigations have obtained the data from parts processed by
SLM [38,44,45,49,56,70–75], although there are some others that explored the tensile behavior over
EBM materials [40,52,75,76] or processed by DMD methods [28–30,33,35,37].

Figure 8 displays the tensile features from all of these researches, without considering the state of
the material (as built or after heat treatment) with the aim of constructing a frame to understand what
we can expect from these technologies. Most of the additive manufactured HEAs attained a tensile
strength (TS) in the range of 600–800 MPa, but with strain values that can reach 50%.
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EBM materials (and a subset by SLM) can exceed TS over 1100 MPa but with lower strain. Just the
opposite of those specimens obtained by DMD which achieve lower TS values but higher strain levels
(up to 60%, but with a small sample of tests). The figure shows how most of the Cantor alloys belong
to the selective laser melting process. What we can conclude from this figure is the versatility of these
technologies in obtaining materials with many different balances between strength and elongation.
Figure also displays selected results related to HEAs obtained by other alternative powder metallurgy
routes [77,78] and a fair few high-strength AM titanium base alloys [79,80] to have the reference of
some other structural competing alloys with the HEAs and also two references of other hot pressed
HEAs [77,78].

The Cantor alloy manufactured by SLM also exhibits good tensile features (900 MPa, 35% elongation)
at cryogenic temperatures (77 K) [28].

In [22] is made a deep study on the mechanical properties of the AM HEAs. One of the conclusions
of this review is the fact that there is a lack of knowledge in the mechanical properties of this materials,
being an opportunity to develop new researches to provide new sets of mechanical properties, to allow
new AM HEAs suitable for a complex service environment.
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5. Corrosion Behavior of Additive Manufactured HEAs

A few studies have determined the corrosion behavior of HEAs manufactured by additive
manufacturing. The high level of Cr in these alloys could presuppose a good corrosion behavior.
The first approach was attempted with the Cantor alloy [33] or the Cantor alloy modified with Al [52–57].
In the Cantor alloy, where the microstructure is FCC, the presence of Mn reduces the chance of good
corrosion behavior and produces pitting corrosion in the adjacent areas with coexistence of Mn-rich
areas with Ni-rich areas. In the case of AlCoFeNiCr alloys, where Mn is replaced by Al, the analysis
was conducted on materials after annealing at high temperature, which promoted a microstructure in
which FCC coexists with BCC-B2 phases in all of the cases. The polarization diagrams of these alloys
exhibit slightly worse behavior of HEAs compared with that of conventional wrought stainless steels.
This type of microstructure, in which an FCC phase coexists and is usually enriched in Fe and Cr with
BCC-B2 phases enriched in Al and Ni produces severe pitting corrosion that degrades the behavior of
these materials, with the B2 phases acting as an anodic agent against FCC, which acts as a cathode.
The microstructural constrains that harm the corrosion behavior of HEAs are different than those that
affect to the AM stainless steels, that usually are related to the formation of (Cr,Mo)7C3 carbides [80].
Comparison between HEAs and stainless steels in terms of corrosion, seems to be the most appropriate,
but the amount of information regarding HEAs and corrosion is much lower. Stainless steels is one of
the first materials to be used at industrial level in AM, so there are a lot of information about these
family of steels [81]. But some valuable information from the corrosion behavior of AM stainless steels
can be exported to AM HEAs: the strong relationship of the AM process conditions and the corrosion
behavior. This is due to the significant influence of the processing parameters, the density and grain
size [82] and the improvement of these properties with the heat treatments [83].

Far beyond the conventional HEAs, we find a study with the alloy CoCrFeNiTi (where Ti replaces
the Mn) in which the pitting–corrosion potential (for materials obtained by both EBM and SLM) are
much better than those of the conventional high corrosion-resistant alloys, such as duplex stainless
steels and Ni-based superalloys used in harsh corrosive environments [75]. This good behavior is even
demonstrated despite the possible formation of Ni3Ti intermetallic compounds, which are Cr-depleted
zones that can preferentially cause pitting corrosion. Some special HEAs such as AlCoFeNiTiV0.9Sm0.1

and AlCoFeNiV0.9Sm0.1 have shown a corrosion behavior that can be competitive with stainless
steels [84].

6. Refractory High Entropy Alloys

Creation of refractory HEAs presents selected difficulties, but essentially, two main challenges
exist: 1) refractory metals have a high affinity for oxygen; any treatment should be sufficiently shielded
to avoid oxidation and 2) the notably high melting temperatures of these elements. From these two
important restrictions, it is easy to understand that additive manufacturing as an emerging technology
for high entropy alloys reveals that not many scientific works were produced. In fact, a few studies
were found and three of them are preliminary feasibility studies without any pretension of fulfilling
a required property. In all cases, the DMD technique was used as the building method; thanks to
DMD technology the HEA is obtained from elemental powders. From these group of works it can
be highlighted the following three. In [85] a HEA is built from elemental powders, where it was
mixed elements with three levels of melting points (Mo, Nb and Ta over 2400 ◦C, Cr at 1907 ◦C and
Al, at 660); despite some evaporation problems with the Al, the selective EBM processing method
is suitable to develop such a complex alloy from elemental powders. In [86] is obtained a complete
map of microstructures, obtained by building by DMD several compositions maintaining three fix
elements (MoNbTa, MoNbW and NbTaW) and varying from null the fourth one (W, Nb and No,
respectively). Laser powder feed methods allows to construct these kinds of materials where we can
analyze from the same process run, many possibilities in different properties using the same set of
alloying elements. And in [87] using four elements (Mo, Nb, Ta and W) and combining modeling with
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the linear combination of the four elements is demonstrated the suitability of the DMD method to
develop different complex alloys.

Other publications [67,88] studied the viability of obtaining two refractory HEAs (TiZrNbMoV,
ZrTiVCrFeNi), but in this case, a specific property and application is desired. In both cases, a successful
process was followed and the obtained alloys showed a good capability to absorb and de-absorb
hydrogen in a cyclic manner with small losses in the full cycle. The authors in [68,69] studied the
feasibility of building three refractory HEAs (MoNbTaW, TiZrNbTa, TiZrNbHfTa) by DMD. In all
cases, a good homogeneous mixing of the elements was obtained, despite the high melting points (and
high differences in the melting points), and in all cases, a homogeneous BCC structure was found.
This knowledge offers new possibilities for AM in this field of materials.

7. Summary and Possible Future Developments

Both high entropy alloys and additive manufacturing have recently attracted substantial interest.
High entropy alloys have revealed a new field in metallurgical engineering due to the emerging
possibilities with respect to the expected properties. Additionally, new paradigms in terms of
phenomena must be explained under this new philosophy of alloying methods. However, metal
additive manufacturing offers numerous challenges for metallurgical engineering because many
problems that arise during the development of a new material must be solved. In combining the two
topics, we face a new and exciting field to be explored. As explained in this review, until now, only a
few different alloys have been available in the literature to discuss, but the versatility of the additive
manufacturing technologies, especially those related to direct laser deposition, show that the starting
point is not necessary for a pre-alloyed powder. These AM technologies open a wide field of research
because many different alloys can be developed starting from elemental powders. AM can also be
tailored to different microstructural configurations, opening to heat treatments, as a consequence to
different tailored properties that could fulfill requirements for many different applications. This topic
presents a large and open field that must be investigated to demonstrate the suitability of additive
manufacturing as a forming technology for this family of materials.

After reviewing the topic, there is room for many research matters:

(1) Alloying development. As has been highlighted, only a few traditional HEAs (near the Cantor
alloy) were processed by AM. There are many possibilities to develop HEAs for customized
applications by alloying design, especially with the versatility of the powder feed systems, where
mix of elemental powders can be used. In this sense an interesting field is the so call eutectic
HEAs and more combinations of refractory HEAs.

(2) Heat treatments developments. The complex peculiarity of the AM technology combined with the
complex physical metallurgy of the HEAs makes the heat treatments an open and promising field
to develop better materials using this technology. In the analyzed papers only a few modalities of
heat treatments were used. The possibility of having in the microstructure, at least, two different
phases (BCC ordered and disordered and FCC) open an interesting field to research through the
heat treatments.

(3) Modeling. Today there are many computational tools to develop alloys in one specific processing
method using multiscale modeling. AM has a lot of technological drawbacks that can be overcome
thanks to this possibility. This recommendation also applies to the alloy development using
thermodynamic modeling.

(4) Characterization. Like in all new fields (and the combination of HEAs and AM) is an emerging
field, there are many lacks of information regarding the knowledge in many fields of properties
(dynamic mechanical properties, high temperature behavior, corrosion performance, magnetic
properties, among others). This is another interesting field to new researches.
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Abbreviations

HEAs High entropy alloys
PM Powder metallurgy
AM Additive manufacturing
SLM Selective laser melting
EBM Electron beam melting
DMD Direct metal deposition
LENS Laser engineering net-shaping
CA Cantor alloy
FCC Face-centered cubic
BCC Body-centered cubic
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